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Welcome to ViewER
ViewER™ is a technology demonstration Android™ application for rendering 3D models in openNURBS
(3DM), Wavefront (OBJ), 3D Systems (STL), Stanford Triangle Format (PLY) and Autodesk Inc. (3DS, DXF,
DWF) formats. ViewER application has the following features:
•

Superimpose rendering of 3D models over the real-time video feeds from the camera that
provides an augmented reality effect by combining digital 3D models and real objects in a single
viewing environment.

•

Floor plans recognition. A picture of a ready floor plan can be uploaded into a 3D model which
is saved in DWG format and could be further opened and modified in Autodesk® AutoCAD® or
another 3D editor;

•

View CAD model as a 3D hologram with a 3D projection pyramid;

•

Capturing an image on the screen at any moment and sharing the screenshot with colleagues or
friends.

•

Model caching to optimize the loading time.
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Requirements and Installation
ViewER application can be installed to your Android device from Google Play Market.
This application requires:
•

Android 4.1 or higher;

•

3D projection pyramid (optional);

3D projection pyramid could be made from a transparent plastic using a simple sketch:

To upload pictures to Dropbox, Google account should have permission to share account information
with Dropbox.
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Getting Started
This guidance document describes the formal steps of using ViewER application. It provides helpful
material which is intended to assist in usage of all application functions.
ViewER is launched via icon which should appear in app list of your Android device after installation.
Here is a sample of what will be observed when application has been launched:
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Dropbox Account dialog, which appears when Close button in New features dialog was tapped, allows
to link the application to Dropbox Account.

When the application is linked to Dropbox account (or not) ViewER main window will appear.
Here is a sample of what will be observed when:
•

any 3D models are not added on Android device;
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•

3D models are added to the device:
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Main Window UI
It contains:
•

Models list (1) – displays all scanned 3D models;

•

Models List View pop-up menu (2) – allows selecting one of the next views: slides, list, detailed
list;

•

Menu button (3) – opens Main Menu;
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Render Window UI
It contains:
•

Layers button (1) – provides select layers which should be displayed;

•

Views button (2) – allows selecting one of the next views (Top, Bottom, Front, Back, Right, Left);

•

Menu button (3) – opens Main Menu;

•

Additional Menu button (4) -- opens Additional Menu;
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Control buttons and Supported Manipulation
Here is a list of manipulations (and their methods) which are supported by ViewER when the model is
rendered:
•

Horizontal and/or Vertical rotation – single-finger swipe;

•

Clockwise/Counterclockwise rotation – two-finger swipe, clockwise/counterclockwise;

•

Zoom – stretch two-finger apart;

•

Pan – two-finger swipe;

•

Fit – single finger double-tap resets view;

Also, next Control buttons are supported:
•

Pan Mode icon;

It can be used for turning on or off Pan Mode. Camera can be moved via one finger swipe if Pan Mode
is active. The model cannot be rotated in Pan Mode. Pan Mode icon is contained by the Additional
Menu.

•

Point of Interest icon;

It allows changing rotation center. Any point of a model can be chosen as the point of interest (new
rotation center). To select another rotation center the Point Of Interest, icon should be tapped and
after that necessary point of the model must be chosen. Point Of Interest icon is contained by the
Additional Menu.
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Preferences
Preferences list is launched from the Main Menu. The list contains the following preferences:
•

Background Color;

•

Paths to models;

•

Picture settings;

•

Link to Dropbox;

•

Clear settings;

Background Color preference allows changing background color while displaying a rendered model
in the Render Window. Background Colors list appears when Background color is tapped. The necessary
color should be selected in the colors list. Title of selected color is displayed under Background color.
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Path to models preference provides choosing a folder for scanning 3D models. Path setting window
appears if Path models preference is tapped.

Add button should be tapped to adding a path for scanning. Remove button allows removing the
selected folder from scanning.
Picture settings preference opens Picture settings dialog which allows choosing a place for picture
saving.
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Link to Dropbox preference opens Dropbox Sign In page in internal browser for linking ViewER
application. This preference provides saving pictures to Dropbox.

Clear Settings preference restores all the previous settings to default values.
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Help Page
Help page can be opened from the Main Menu. It provides assistance with the most common questions
during the work with ViewER features.
Here is an example of Help page:

Help page will be closed if Back button is tapped.
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Functionality
Superimpose Rendering of 3D Model Over the Real-time Video from the
Camera
To use this feature Background Color preference should have Camera value.

To superimpose, open any 3D model from the Models list.
Here is an example of what will be observed:
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Floor Plans Recognition
To start using recognition, the Floor recognition button should be tapped in the Main Menu.
Here is a sample of what will be observed:

Floor plan recognition dialog contains the next buttons:
•

Open Image button;

•

Take Picture button;

•

Menu button;

Open Image button can be used for a floor plan picture which has been uploaded to Android-device
before.
Take Picture button opens Camera to make a photo of a floor plan.
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Here is a sample of what will be observed when the floor plan has been opened or photographed:

The Recognition icon (2) should be tapped for start recognition. The Recognition options (1) allow
changing recognition process.
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Note: About The Recognition options can be read from Help page. Help page can be opened from the
Main Menu.
Here is a sample of what will be observed when recognition has been finished:

To save and build the recognition result to 3D model, the Building icon should be tapped.
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Here is a sample of what will be observed when the model building has been finished:
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3D Hologram View Mode
To start this feature Hologram View Mode button should be tapped in Main Menu. Main Menu contains
Hologram View Mode button when the model is rendered. Here is an example of what will be observed.

After that 3D projection, pyramid should be put to the center of Android-device screen.

Tap to screen starts or ends autorotation in Hologram View Mode. Hologram View Mode supports the
same manipulations as a standard render.
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Capturing and Sharing for Friends
When model has been opened in ViewER the Additional Menu button appears.

It should be tapped to open the Additional Menu. To capture the screen the last icon should be tapped.

The captured screen will be saved to SD card or Dropbox account in accordance with the values of
Picture Settings preference.
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Caching Model
This feature allows dramatically increasing model loading time. It is especially useful for loading big
models. Cache Model icon which is contained in the Additional Menu should be tapped for model
caching.

Models cache will be cleaned if Clean Cache button from the Main Menu is tapped.
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Uninstallation
ViewER application can be uninstalled via internal Android uninstallation tool.
To delete ViewER application, make the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open device Settings app.
Tap Apps or Application manager.
Tap ViewER app (Scroll to find the ViewER app).
Tap Uninstall.

All user’s data will be saved.
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About AMC Bridge
AMC Bridge is a vendor of choice for software development services in the areas of computer aided
design, engineering, manufacturing and construction. Since 1999 we have been delivering solutions for
CAD, CAE, CAM, PDM, BIM and PLM applications. For over 15 years we have participated in the
development of commercial software products and custom solutions for the engineering markets based
on the variety of platforms from desktop and web to mobile and clouds.
AMC Bridge helps to improve engineering process overhead by the development of 3D and 2D modeling
software products, data, document and community management technologies, CAD data
interoperability, and many other aspects of software development for the engineering markets.
Feel free to use wide experience of AMC Bridge team to find out all features and intricacies of
software development process. Contact us any time and we will do our best to turn your ideas into
reality.
303 Wyman Street, Suite 300 Waltham, MA 02451, USA
+1 866-575-4791
www.amcbridge.com
For all online inquiries, please contact: contact@amcbridge.com
Technical Support: support@amcbridge.com
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